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I have to confess that the other
day I bought a ‘handmade’ looking
card from a well known high 
street store as I hadn’t had time to
make one myself! The reason for
this is that I have recently joined
the internet and have spent far 
too much time browsing pages of
great interest on the world wide
web. For those of you possibly 
considering ‘going online’ yourself,
I would say do so straight away. 
I am amazed at the fountain of
knowledge and entertainment
available. One essential visit was to
the Craft Creations site of course!
(http://www.craftcreations.com)
This has recently been restyled and
the pages are laid out clearly and
include details of products, work-
shops, magazine projects and even
photographs of all the staff - now
you can find out the appearances
of those who invoice, pick and 
parcel your order for example!

Anne White is featured in one
of our designer profiles this issue
and she too makes good use of her
computer, printing suitable images
to fill the card apertures with great
success. However, if you still do
not think that medium is for you,
don’t worry, this issue contains
cards using many traditional craft
methods!

Christmas isn’t far off now and
if you are rapidly running out of
time, then we have some stunning,
but ‘quick to create’ Christmas
cards in ‘Fun with Foil’, ‘Totally
Crackers’, ‘Snow Shakers’, ‘Winter
Window’, ‘Simply Stylish’ and
‘Ribbled Fun’. Also, new Christmas
découpage designs, a set of fairies
that are sure to be very popular
and the holly basket.

We have five different crafts
representing animals in ‘Lino Cut
Printing’, ‘Anniversary Cats’,
‘Prehistoric Pictures’, ‘Parchment
Deer’ and ‘Christening Bear’, each
very special in their own way. 
The Christening card would look
lovely if framed for the nursery,
after this very special occasion.

Valentines Day may seem a
long time off, but I’m sure once
the decorations are down in the
shops there will be displays for
this event. We have some lovely
new ideas in ‘Ring of Hearts’,
‘Daisy Hearts’, ‘Silk Hearts’ and
‘With Love’. After this, when the
weather in February continues to
be somewhat drab and dreary, 
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p.s. My ‘bought card’ has given
me an idea for a new design, so
don’t worry, my enthusiasm for 
the internet has not interfered
with my passion for cardmaking! 

I shall plan to create some cards
from the articles ‘Quilled Parasol’,
‘Fancy That’ and ‘Parchment
Window’. They all have a fresh
quality to them, reminding us that
Spring is almost around the corner.

Our other featured designer is
Jeanne Preston with a talent for
painting, embroidery, patchwork
and quilting. She has not only 
created some beautiful work, but
collected formal qualifications 
as well. Our regular feature the
‘Readers Gallery’ will provide you
with yet more ideas. 

As another year draws to a
close, everyone at Craft Creations
wishes you a peaceful Christmas
and Happy last New Year of this
century!

Jane Chiodini.

http://www.craftcreations.com
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By Marian Chivers
Stitched on 14 count white Aida using 2 strands 

for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the backstitch. This
christening design fits into an AP53M card.

Stitch count: width 43 x depth 38. To complete the
design you will also need a little lace, wadding and a
silver cross available from jewellery or craft shops.

After stitching the design take a 10cm length of dark
lilac stranded cotton, use three strands. Fold the thread
in half and push the folded loop fold through the top 
of the cross, thread both loose ends through the loop
and pull tight. The cross should now be firmly attached.
Take a sharp needle with a large eye and thread it with
both the loose ends, bring the needle through from the
front of the work where marked at the bottom edge of

the book and pull through until the
cross hangs neatly from the book.
Make a knot in the thread to prevent
it from being pulled out by the cross,
bring the needle back out at the top
of the book. Cut the thread so that
about 1cm is left showing at the top,
glue this 1cm end so that it lays flat
on the Aida.

Trim the aperture with lace. Pad
the design and mount into the card.

This card has been stitched using
DMC threads. Using Anchor or
Madeira colours may give a slightly
different, although equally pleasing,
finished result.

DMC                                          ANCHOR       MADEIRA
A  -  648   Light Grey                           399                  1813
B   -  437   Light Tan                             361                  2012
C  -  435   Tan                                        1046                2010
D  -  739   Pale Beige                            366                  2014
E   -  310   Black                                     403                Black
F   -  210   Lilac                                      108                  0801
G  -  208   Dark Lilac                            109                  0803
         Gold - Cross and Pages              Black - Outlines
         Silver - Window Panes               Lilac - Words



Ann White
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Designer Profile
I have always been

interested in craft work,
doing dressmaking,
embroidery, crochet
and making wedding
cakes with hand
moulded sprays of
icing flowers. Nearly
four years ago I became
disabled with Arthritis
and found all the things
I had enjoyed doing
were now very difficult
and frustrating.

My husband suggested a computer and he
bought me one. I had not even used a typewriter
before and at 47 years old felt a bit overwhelmed.
Nevertheless I soon found my way around the
machine and have grown to really enjoy using it.

A friend of mine got me some really nice
paper from Craft Creations for a project. I decided
to send for a catalogue for myself, at that time
there was a special offer and ten aperture cards
came with the catalogue. I thought these were 
no good to me as they would not go through my
printer so I put them away in a drawer.

I have since found a quite
different way of using these
cards. Stored on computer
CD’s there are very often
lots of photographs, and

drawings called ‘clipart’
available for you to use as
you want. I use these and
after working on them in
various ways, print them 
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onto overhead projection film
which is transparent. The film is
then put into the card aperture
in the usual way using a back-
ing sheet if it looks better. There
are thousands of these images
available so the only limitation
is my imagination.

As the transparency film is
quite expensive it is best to fill 
it well before printing. I put a
number of images on each sheet
being careful to make sure they
are the right size to fit into the
aperture of the card I want to

use then
simply cut 

them out leaving enough clear
film around them to fit into 
the card.

All that is required is a fairly
basic computer with a CD Rom
drive, drawing program and 
a printer which will take the
transparency film.



Lino Cut Printing
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By 
Lorraine Morris

The following instructions
show how to make the lino cut
fish card, however this tech-
nique can be used to make
many different designs of your
own choice, either ones drawn
freehand or traced off fabrics or
wrapping paper etc. Lino board
and cutting tools are available
from good art and craft shops.

Materials Required:
Lino board 10cm x 7cm.
Lino cutting set and a selection
of cutters.
Tracing paper 10cm x 7cm.
Carbon paper 10cm x 7cm.
Inking block (glass or perspex is best).
Water or oil based ink.
Rubber roller.
Soft paintbrush.
Selection of papers, tissue, corrugated, hand
made or any sort you like.
Gold and Silver pen. 
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive or glue stick.
Card mount: SF03U Textura Ivory.

To Make The Card:
Select some tissue paper to print your design

onto and tear or cut it a little bigger than the 
lino cut design, you can use other sorts of paper
if you prefer.

Trace the design onto tracing paper. Place the
carbon paper onto the lino and the tracing onto
this, transfer the design by re-tracing the lines. 

Note: The raised parts of the lino will give 
ink impressions on the paper, the lower areas
will not print. You should be cutting away the
areas which are shaded on the diagram. To avoid
confusion you may also like to shade these areas
on the lino using a pencil.

Make sure you cut with the cutter going 
away from you. Use cutter number 1 or 2 to cut
around the outline of the fish and air bubbles
then cut away the shapes within the fish. Using 
a bigger cutter, carefully cut away the area of 
lino surrounding the fish. Make horizontal cuts,
leaving small areas raised to give the impression
of water around the fish. 

Using a paintbrush, clean the surface of the
lino to clear away all the small fragments. Apply
ink to the inking block. Disperse the ink evenly
with the rubber roller. Run the inked roller over
the lino cut several times until all the raised 
areas are evenly covered with ink.

Actual Size
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Place the torn tissue paper over the
inked lino cut, use the back of a spoon to
apply an even pressure over the surface of
the paper being careful not to move the
paper. Remove the printed tissue from the
block and leave to dry before continuing.

Choose a piece of backing paper or
corrugated card to complement the
coloured tissue paper and cut or tear it 
to fit behind the tissue with the edges
showing.

Spread glue evenly onto the back of
the lino print, be really careful if using 
tissue paper as it tears very easily 
especially when wet with glue, you may
prefer to use a glue stick for this. Place 
it onto the backing paper and smooth it
down with a cloth or tissue.

Apply glue to the back of the print, making
sure it goes all the way to the edges, mount it
onto the front of the card blank and use a clean
tissue to smooth it down.

Use the silver pen to highlight the fish and
bubbles using the photo as a guide. Add a 

borderline around the background paper. I prefer
to draw this freehand but you could use a ruler 
if you want a more formal border.

The seahorse and flower designs are done in
exactly the same way as the fish and also make
attractive cards.



Quilled Parasol
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By Cynthia Hastings

Materials Required:
Quilling paper, 5mm: White x 5, Yellow x 3,
Mixed Pinks x 9. 10mm: Mixed Pinks x 3.
1 length 3mm Crimped White quilling paper.
Small quilling tool.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC3U Dark Green.

To Make The Card:
I use strong quilling paper for the parasol

as I find it gives a ‘crisper’ finish than the
thinner paper.

Make the seven ‘spokes’ of the parasol
using 1 length of strong white quilling paper.
Use the diagrams below as a guide to the
folding. 

1: Fold one end at
about 35mm, this
will be the centre
spoke. 

2: Fold the paper
around the folded
end as shown.

3: Make another
fold in the strip so 
that it is approx. 3mm
shorter than the centre
spoke. 

4: Fold back and up the
other side of the spokes
already made and fold
to make a third spoke
the same length as the
second one. 

5: Continue folding in
this way until you have
seven spokes, glue the
end. Put a little glue on
the back of the spokes
at the point to hold
them together.

Cut two 100mm lengths of strong white
paper. Fold each in half and glue along the
length of each strip leaving about 5mm at the
open end unglued on one of the strips. You
should now have two 50mm double thick strips.

Bend the unglued ends of the strip out slight-
ly to form a V shape, glue the inside of the V and
stick this onto the pointed end of the spokes to
form the spike. Trim a
small diagonal piece off
the sharp end of the
spike to make a point.

Bend the top of the second strip around the
handle of the quilling tool to form a curve for 
the parasol handle. 

Make several small scrolls by winding quarter
lengths of white paper to the centre then winding
the other end in the opposite direction.
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Glue the
parasol, scrolls
and handle onto
the card mount
with P.V.A.
adhesive using
the picture on
the right as a
guide to the
positioning.

To finish the
design you will
need to make
some paper
flowers in
shades of pink.
There are
detailed instruc-
tions on how to make most of these flowers in
previous issues of our magazine, you can also
find instructions in the wide range of quilling
books available in good craft shops, so the 
following instructions are fairly basic.

Fringed Flower:
Make seven of these. For the centre roll a

30mm length of paper into a tight coil, glue the
end. Cut a 110mm length of 5mm pink quilling
paper, snip along the strip as shown below, glue
flower centre
where shown
and roll up and
glue the strip,
open out the
snipped edge to
form the petals.

Diagonal Double Fringed Flower:
Make five of these. Cut a 110mm length of

10mm pink quilling paper. Fold the paper as
shown in the diagram below, cut the ends of the
strip off diagonally as shown. Snip diagonally
along the
strip from the
folded side.
Roll the strip
by hand and
glue the end.
Bend the
snipped ends
out and
down to form
the flower
petals.

Folded Rose:
Make five of these. Use

5mm wide pink quilling
paper, the length of paper
used will vary from rose
to rose, on average it will
be about 110mm. Wind 2
or 3 turns of quilling
paper onto the tool to
secure.

Fold the paper at a
right angle as shown.

Roll it onto the tool
bringing it up until it is in
line with the tool again.

Fold the paper over 
at a right angle as before.
Roll it onto the tool bring-
ing it back into line again.
Repeat these steps keeping
the bottom of the rose
tightly against the tool
until your rose is the
desired size. Remove from
the tool and glue the end.

Tulip:
Make a loose coil from half a length of

quilling paper, press the quilling tool into the
side of the coil and bend the coil
around it. Pinch the ends into
points and curve outwards slightly.
Put a little glue on the fold where
the two sides touch, hold until set.

Once you
have made all
the flowers
glue them into
place as shown
in the picture
on the right.

Cut four
short lengths
of crimped
white quilling
paper, bend 
to the shapes
shown and
glue into 
position on 
the card.



Ring Of Hearts
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By Mary Lane
This pretty card can be used for

many occasions. It is quite simple to 
do but will require careful tracing.

Materials Required:
Tracing or parchment paper 140gsm: 
2 sheets 15cm x 30cm.
Single needle pricking tool.
Medium embossing tool.
Mapping pen and White acrylic ink.
Gold ink and Gold numbers.
Small length of 3mm White ribbon.
Pricking/embossing pad.
White spirit.
Kitchen paper.
Red oil pastel.
Paintbrush.

To Make The Card:
Place one sheet of tracing paper

over the diagram on the following
page positioning it on the right hand
side as shown
(right). The
left hand part
of the sheet
will make the
back of the
card.

Carefully trace all the hearts using
the mapping pen and white ink. 

Place the traced design face down
onto the embossing pad and gently
emboss the ring of hearts and
between the lines of the centre heart.

Turn work over and paint the
heart outline in the centre with gold
ink. Make random holes with the
pricking tool in the background area
around the centre heart. Prick around
the centre heart and gently cut or 
tear it out.
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With folded kitchen
paper gently rub oil
pastel into the right
hand half only of the
second sheet of tracing
paper until an even
pink colour is obtained.
This is made easier
when a very little white
spirit is used on the
pad.

Place the two sheets
of tracing paper togeth-
er, the pink half of the
second sheet should be
directly behind the
hearts. Fold the two
sheets of tracing paper
just beyond the left
hand heart as shown.
You may like to hold
the sheets together with
a little masking tape as
it is important that they
do not move.

Place face up on the
pricking mat and prick
just outside the lines all
the way round except
along the fold line. You
should prick through all four layers at
once. Gently cut the waste away, you
may find this easier one layer at a time. 

Add the ribbon to keep the sheets
together and the numbers appropriate 
to the occasion.

Actual Size



Jeanne Preston
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Designer Profile
My interest 

in art was first
aroused when,
as a girl, I acted
as an easel 
carrier to my
mother who was
an oil painter.
However, it was
twenty years ago
that I started
seriously to
develop this
interest in a
practical man-
ner. I began doing watercolour paintings
mainly of landscapes, following this with
paintings on silk and then on to embroi-
deries and patchwork.

Above: Have fun using P.V.A. adhesive drawing shapes or
patterns onto thin card. Leave to dry and harden then paint
over. I used treasure gold non tarnishing wax and glitter glue
and outlined the shape with couching.

Above: This is a silk painting of Lloyds bank at
Altrincham, mounted and padded.

Right: A painted scene. My first greetings cards
were painted scenes, animals, flowers and
abstracts. Painting is still my favourite art.



While engaged on these
practical exercises, I
obtained a City & Guilds
Creative Embroidery parts 
I and II certificate and also 
a City & Guilds Patchwork
certificate. I have undertak-
en other courses on various
aspects of art and have
attended painting holidays
in a variety of venues.
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Above: Designer letter ‘A’
done in patchwork using
scraps of velvet, material
and reversed clothes labels.

Above: This pattern is made
with melted crayon and then
rubbed with treasure gold.

Above: A reversed clothes label makes the 
centre of this design with strips of patterned
cloth around the edge.

Left: Abstract design made from hand made
paper using vegetable matter then stitched
onto material. I like the pattern made by the
frayed and loose threads. The design on the
paper is painted
with inks and
acrylic paints.

Above and left: These two
are from my ‘All creatures
great and small’ range. The
colours are painted onto
paper with fabric transfer
crayon, ironed onto fabric
and then machine or hand
stitching is added over
this. You can get three 
or four prints from one 
application by re-using the
paper print and each one
will be slightly different.

Left: For the centre of this design I
used an old plastic doily. The rest of
the pattern is made by glueing string
onto the card before covering it with
foil and glitter.
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It is a case of ‘travels with my paint-
brush’ from ‘A Level’ at school, by way
of college courses to practical experience
in creating items in different mediums,
using Craft Creations cards to enhance
my work.

Above: A Water
colour landscape
using mostly
greens and blues.

Centre: The 
pattern is drawn
with marvel glue
and left to dry.
Painted with ink
and highlighted
with treasure
gold and gold
pen.

Below: An anniversary or Valentine card.
The centre heart is hand painted silk which
has then been embroidered and padded
before being appliquéd onto the red silk.
This in turn is appliquéd onto velvet 
decorated with tiny gold flowers and then
mounted onto hand made paper which I
have embellished with gold and black.

Below left: 
This is very simply
made from a piece
of paper painted
with a swirly 
pattern and then
ribbled before
being mounted. 

Above: An abstract plant design in bright
colours made using fabric transfer paints set
onto the fabric with a hot iron. This has been
padded and machine stitched. 



Totally Crackers
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By Judy Lindsay

Materials Required:
Red card 210mm square.
Small picture from an old
Christmas card.
Tracing paper 50 x 110mm.
Medium line Gold pen.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Craft knife.
Pencil and ruler.

To Make The Card:
The ‘body’ of the cracker can be adjusted to 

fit the size of your picture. Use tracing paper 
to trace the cracker end. Cut the tracing on the 
pencil line then use this as a template to carefully
draw around.

Score a fold line along the centre of the red
card and fold along it. Leave the card folded and
position the ‘cracker end’ template at one end.

Using the pen-
cil trace around
the template
except for the
long straight
edge.

Re-position
the template at

the other end of the red card and trace around 
it again. Use the knife and a ruler to to cut out
the cracker shape, cutting through the front and
back panel of the card.

Choose a picture from an old Christmas card,
gold foil in the design will give added sparkle.
Place the small picture on the front of the cracker
and when you are happy with the position, glue
into place.

Using the gold pen carefully draw around 
the picture and add a line all around the edges 
of the card. Draw some musical notes to finish
the design.

I have covered this card in green crepe paper
to give it some texture and decorated the cracker
with tiny gold stars.

Actual Size



Snow Shakers
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Marianne van Beelen
Snow shakers are a great way to re-use

last years Christmas cards or perhaps you
could try making them with christmas 
wrapping paper or découpage paper. Simply
choose a pretty scene and add some ‘snow’
for a magical effect.

Materials Required:
Picture.
Polypropylene bag to fit the picture.
A small amount of granulated sugar.
Sticky tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: To fit the picture.

To Make The Card:
Put your chosen picture into the poly-

propylene bag. To keep the bag free from
wrinkles the picture must fit the width fully,
if the picture is too narrow fold the side of
the bag over and tape securely. If you are
using a picture made of paper rather than
card insert a piece of card behind the paper
to stiffen it, the stiffness of the picture is

important as it also
helps to keep the bag
from wrinkling.

Sieve the sugar to
remove any powder or
small grains as they will
stick to the plastic and
spoil the effect.

Using a small spoon,
put about a teaspoonful
of sugar into the bag
ensuring all of the sugar
goes in front of the pic-
ture. As the bottom of
the bag will be behind
the card aperture you
will need to hold the
card in front of it to 
see if there is enough
‘snow’ in the bottom of 
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the bag. Too little and it will not show, too
much and it will obscure your picture.

Add more sugar until you are happy with
the resulting ‘snow’ effect. I found about 11⁄2
teaspoons worked best on the larger size cards.

Tape the top of the bag closed making sure
there are no gaps for the sugar to escape.
Shake all the sugar to the centre of the picture
so it does not affect the mounting, run a thin
line of glue around the card aperture and 
carefully position onto the picture bag. Make
sure the glue is dry then turn the card and 
picture over so they are face down. Tape the
bag to the card all around to securely hold it 
in place. Glue around the edge of the back 
flap and press the card closed.

I have added a spoonful of micro glitter to the
snow in this design which gives a lovely sparkle.

There are many
other sources of 
pretty background
pictures suitable for
making these cards.
Découpage paper
works really well 
as would wrapping
paper, in both cases
there are vast ranges
of different designs
available.

You could try
experimenting with
other materials 
for the ‘snow’, for
example, castor
sugar will give a
finer snow, salt also
works well although
it should be table 
salt as it has an anti-
caking agent added.



Anniversary Cats
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By Sandra Nix

Materials Required:
Transparent PVC: PEN01 13cm x 18cm.
Tube of Black outliner.
Liquid crystal paints: 12 Night Blue; 
23 Reddish Brown; 24 Antique Brown; 
25 Smoke Grey; 27 White.
Liquid crystal glass anti-UV Varnish.
Household cloth and cotton buds.
Craft knife and ruler.
Paintbrush and cocktail stick.
Newspaper.
Double sided tape.
Card mount: AP02G White/Grey double border.

To Make The Card:
Before you begin it is a good idea to practise

outlining on a spare piece of PVC so that you are
in control of the paste flowing out of the tube.
Too little pressure on the tube will stop the flow
or make it come out in pieces and too great a
pressure will produce splodges and wastes the
paste. This also ensures that at least to begin
with, the paste is flowing freely from the tube.

The paste will also flow more smoothly if it is
not cold, simply holding the tube in your hand
for a minute or two can make a great difference
to the consistency of the paste as it comes out of
the tube.

Outline the design onto the PVC, make the
outline of the moon and the silhouetted parts 
of the cats double width. Leave to dry.

Look closely at the outline you have made, 
if there are any imperfections such as bubbles
which have now burst or small breaks go over
them now with a little more outliner.Actual Size
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Add another line of outliner on top of the
double width outline around the moon and cat
silhouettes, this will ensure that the paint used
for the moon stays inside the moon. Leave to dry.

Put a thick layer of newspaper over your
work area and make sure it is dust free as hairs,
dust, etc. will spoil your work.

When painting the PVC use plenty of paint,
the outlines are quite thick and will be able to
contain it. A thin layer will not give a good 
depth of colour.

Moon: Fill the area with splodges of white
paint and gloss varnish to give the mottled effect.
Using a cocktail stick add very small amounts of
grey to the moon, add more white or varnish as
necessary until you achieve the desired effect.

Foreground and sky: Paint the left hand cat
grey. Paint the second cat in reddish brown and
the branch antique brown. Paint all of the sky
areas blue.

It is important to leave the work to dry on a
flat surface or the paint will pool or run. Do not
be tempted to pick up the painting until it is
completely dry as this will also cause the paint 
to run.

When the paint is dry hold it up to the light
and check for any gaps, bubbles or areas of thin
paint which you may wish to patch up. Leave 
to dry again.

Fold the card mount so that the flap shows
through behind the aperture, mark around the
aperture in pencil and unfold the card. Using 
the craft knife and a ruler, carefully cut along the
pencil line so that the centre of the panel comes
out. This will allow the light to shine through 
the back of the painting and really brightens the
finished work.

Trim the PVC so that it is 1cm larger than 
the aperture all round. Put a line of double 
sided tape around the back of the aperture and
stick the design, painted side out, onto this. Put
another line of double sided tape around the
edge of the design where it overlaps the aperture,
be careful not to put it too far in as it will show,
fold the cut-out flap closed and press firmly 
until it is stuck.

I have used a printed insert sheet inside the
card as the white of the paper makes the design
look brighter when opened. Run a thin line of
glue down the back flap of the card close to the
fold and stick the folded insert sheet to this.



Winter Window
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By Sue Bentley
Make your Christmas cards more personal 

by adding an extra dimension. I have chosen 
a card with a window in the design as it gives a
lovely feeling of being warm and snug inside 
on Christmas morning.

Materials Required:
A Christmas picture.
Green felt 8cm x 9cm.
Gold star.
Assorted sequins and foiled paper.
Small amount of Dark Blue fimo.
A Merry Christmas motif.
UHU All Purpose Adhesive.
Gold pen and a ruler.
Thin card approximately 5cm x 5cm.
Card mount: AP05U/G Bright Red.

To Make The Card:
Soften the dark blue fimo by kneading it and

using the diagram below as a guide, shape it to
form a tub for the tree.

Bake on a piece of kitchen foil for 20 to 30 
minutes in a pre-heated oven at 265˚F or 130˚C.

I have used a plain card, drawn a gold line
around the aperture and another close to the
edge of the card, you could do this or use a card
with a gold foil borderline and leave off the 
outer line. Mount the Christmas picture into the
card aperture and glue the card closed.

Using the diagram to the left as a template,
cut a Christmas tree shape from the felt. If you
are using sequins with holes in, stitch them 
onto the tree or, if they have no holes use a tiny
amount of UHU all purpose adhesive to attach
them.

Cut two ‘presents’ from thin card and cover
them with patterned foil paper, fold the paper
around the card and glue at the back.

Stick the presents, tree and tub onto the card
tucking one of the presents under the edge of the
tree. I have added a cut out picture of a teddy.
Stick the star on top of the tree and the Christmas
motif to the card above the aperture to finish.

Actual Size



Prehistoric Pictures
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By Sheila Moore
These dinosaur cards are

great fun to make, they were
devised for young children
but will be popular with
anyone who likes dinosaurs.
The instructions are fairly
general and can be applied
to any of the designs.

The exact type of plant 
is not really important, look
out for plants with leaves of
a similar shape and colour
to work with or make other
species of dinosaurs, to suit
the plant material you have
available.

The backgrounds are
important not only as a foil
for the dinosaurs but to give the pictures some
depth and colour. The colour of the background
will affect the mood of the picture, the Diplo-
docus with it’s pale colours looks very peaceful,
whereas the bright primeval shades on others
creates a more threatening look.

To make the backgrounds for cards of this 
sort I collect coloured papers from all sources,
magazines, envelopes, adverts and even junk
mail, cut to give a good variety of landscapes.

Materials Required:
Various pressed plant bits:- 
leaves, foliage, buds, etc.
Double sided sticky tape and P.V.A. Adhesive.
PEN01 13cm x 9cm for each card you make.
Card Mount - AP08U various.
Pieces of coloured card for the background.
Tracing paper.

Above: Triceratops, the body & legs
were made from Begonia (house plant)
leaves, the head from a Blackberry
leaf, using the toothed edge for the
head frill, pressed in early Autumn.
The horns were cut from the remains
of the Begonia leaves. The trees and
plants are Lavender shoots and
Mimosa leaves.

Left: Stegosaurus, the body is made
from ‘Lambs Ears’ leaves. The dorsal
plates are made from tips of Dipelta
used with alternate sides showing 
and placed alternately behind and on
top of the body (tips of any pointed
simple leaves can be used). The eye is
a pressed Elder flower bud and the
plants are young Lavender shoots. 
The Conifer tree leaves are Cotula
Atrat and the trunk is a Lavender leaf.
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Below: Pterodaktyl, the body is made from a Beech leaf
pressed in Autumn, the wings are young Buddleia
leaves, and the eye is an offcut from a Buddleia leaf.

Below: Diplodocus, the body is made from Japanese
Knotweed, and the eye is cut from Cotoneaster, both
were pressed in Autumn. The leaves and branches on
the tree are made from Maidenhair fern and the trunk 
is an offcut from the body.

To Make The Card:
Choose some coloured card for the back-

ground and cut to make a pleasing scene.
Arrange the pieces on the flap of card behind 
the aperture and stick into position with double
sided tape or P.V.A adhesive, making sure the
background is large enough for the edges to be
hidden by the card front.

Draw two copies of the dinosaur outline 
onto tracing paper and carefully cut them out.
One is placed over a pressed leaf of the chosen
colour to see how the shadings and veins can be
used to best advantage. The other outline is cut
up following the natural lines of the animal, e.g.
legs, body, arms etc. These pieces are then stuck
with P.V.A. adhesive to the back of the leaf in the
selected positions.

Left: Tyrannosaurus, the body is made
from Beech leaves which were pressed
in Autumn. The claws are made from
Japanese Acer leaf tips pressed in early
Summer and the eye is an offcut from
an Acer leaf. The plants are Tamarisk
and young Lavender shoots.

The leaf is then trimmed to the paper pattern
leaving an excess on the pieces where they need

to be tucked under an adjoining
piece.

Once the whole dinosaur is 
cut out, assemble the pieces on 
the background and stick them
into position. Stick a piece of trans-
parent protective covering behind
the aperture before finishing the
card, this will prevent the dinosaur
from being damaged. Glue the
card closed in the usual way.
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Use these colour diagrams to make
templates, then use the templates to
make any of the cards shown on the 
previous two pages.

All Diagrams Actual Size



Simply Stylish
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By Kathryn Long

Materials Required:
Selection of plain or foil 
borderline cards.
Selection of motifs and sequins.
Selection of textured papers.
Sticky fixers.
UHU Clear Adhesive.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

To Make The Card:
When making your own

cards the simplicity of a design
can make all the difference to
the time taken to complete it.
Here I have created a range of simple, stylish
designs often using just a snowflake on it’s own
or with a few carefully chosen ‘props’.

Sequins should be attached with UHU clear
adhesive which is spirit based, or a small piece of

sticky fixer if you want depth. I have used P.V.A.
adhesive to glue the paper backgrounds but
UHU would do just as well.

I mostly use white cards sometimes with a
border and sometimes without. I feel this adds 
to the ‘minimalist’ look, clean and crisp. Using
coloured cards creates a different feel but looks
just as stylish when given the same treatment.
Why don’t you experiment with colours for
yourself.

Above: Here I have used colour as a theme,
with silvers and greys to complement the single
snowflake. The different textures give added
interest, the snowflake has been attached with a
small part of a sticky fixer to give some depth.

Above: Single gold sequin snowflake with a
paper motif. I have used part of a sticky fixer to
attach the sequin. The design is held together by
the gold colouring throughout.

Right: This card is the simplest of the range
with a single punched snowflake backed with
gold foil. I have used a 3 panel card so that the
back of the foil will not show when the card 
is opened.
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Right: I have stayed with 
a white background for this
card and used a single paper
motif. The gold on the motif 
is accentuated by the gold 
borderline. The paper motif in
this case is gummed, simply
moisten and place centrally 
on the card making sure the
wording is level.

Centre: The ‘pair’ of cards
below show how effective this
style can be using coloured
cards. I have put some torn
white mulberry paper behind
the paper motifs and the
punched Christmas trees before
mounting them onto the card
with UHU glue.

Tearing the mulberry paper
gives a really beautiful fluffy
edge and using paper punched
trees in the same colour as the
card behind makes it appear
that the trees are punched out 
of the white paper.

Left: Back to the white again
for this one, another variation
on the snowflake idea. A single
snowflake sequin, with rubber
stamped wording. The card has
a single silver foil borderline
which ties in nicely with the 
silver wording. Rubber stamp-
ing is a very effective way of
adding greetings to your cards
and there are many styles and
types of messages available.



Daisy Hearts
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By Jennifer Knowles

Materials Required:
Rubber stamp: Daisy Heart from Inca Stamp.
Rubber stamp: Border Plant from Inca Stamp.
Embossing pads: Clear, Rainbow.
Embossing powder: Silver, Clear.
Heat gun.
Small piece of sponge.
White card 9cm square.
Felt tipped pens: Green, Orange, Yellow, Red.
30cm length of Cream gathered lace.
Ribbon bow: BOW71 Pale Yellow.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Sticky fixers.
Card mount: SF03U Pale Yellow.

To Make The Card:
Stamp the heart image onto the white card

using the clear pad. Sprinkle silver embossing
powder over the image and tap off the excess.
Use a fine paintbrush with a very slightly damp
tip to pick up any stray spots of embossing 
powder which do not fall off when tapped.
Check that the ink is covered with powder and
re-apply if necessary.

Make sure the work surface is protected, use 
a thick sheet of card or newspapers. Lay the card
on top and emboss the image from above with
the heat gun, hold it over part of the image and
as it embosses move on to the next area until it is

done. Do
not linger
too long
on any
area as
you will
scorch 
the card.
Leave for
a few
moments
to cool.

Colour the daisies and leaves in the heart and
carefully cut it out. Put the heart face down and
run a thin line of PVA adhesive around the edge.
Starting at the top centre lay the lace around the
edge of the heart on the line of glue finishing 
just behind the start point.

Using the rainbow pad, stamp the border
plant in several places on the front of the card
mount. Sprinkle the ink with clear embossing
powder and tap off the excess, re-apply if 
necessary and emboss as before.

Press the sponge onto the rainbow stamp 
pad and lightly ‘sponge’ all four edges of the
card to tone with the design.

Position the heart on the card and attach 
with sticky fixers. Using a little PVA adhesive,
stick ribbon bow onto the top of the heart.

This pretty design would be suitable for a
birthday, thank you or get well card.



Parchment Window
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By Brenda Nickson

Materials Required:
White parchment: TR003 100mm x 100mm.
Paper 60mm x 100mm: Pale Green, White.
Acrylic inks: White, Yellow, Blue, Green, 
Red and Gold.
Felt tipped pens/parchment paints: Yellow, 
Purple, Green and Red.
Tools:  Embossing pad, mapping pen, small 
and medium perforating tools (4 needle), 
parchment scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive or double sided tape.
Card mount: AP09G Dark Blue/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Trace the design onto the white parchment

paper using the mapping pen and coloured
acrylic inks as shown on the template. Indicate
where the perforations will be with dots of white
ink. Colour the flowers and leaves using the felt
tipped pens or parchment paints, blending the
colours with a damp paintbrush as necessary.

Turn the parchment face down on the
embossing pad and emboss the ‘blind’ design
using a small ball embossing tool. As you press the parchment it will turn white, don’t press too

heavily. Emboss the flowers and leaves with a
slightly larger embossing tool.

Turn the parchment right side up. Using the 
4 needle perforating tool, perforate each of the
tiny ‘stars’ on the edge of the blind. Cut them 
out carefully using the parchment scissors. Cut
around the leaves and flowers at the bottom of 
the design as shown so that they can overlap 
the aperture.

Carefully position the design in the card with
the bottom leaves and flowers tucked in front 
of the aperture and the rest behind it, make sure
the blind is level in the card and stick into place.
Stick the pale green paper behind the parchment
design, positioning it up very carefully so that it
is behind the blind. Stick the white paper behind
the lower part of the design to make a white
background for the flowers, overlap the green 
a little so that you do not get a gap in the back-
ground. Glue the card closed in the usual way.Actual Size



Ribbled Fun
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By Joan Pyall
Ribbling is a great way to use up scraps 

of foiled paper left over from other projects. 
Almost any paper can be ribbled, shiny paper
works really well and can be used to decorate
card blanks to good effect.

Materials Required:
Ribbler.
Assorted foil and holographic papers to ribble.
Assorted ornamentation: ribbons, stars,
Christmas decorations etc.
Gold and Silver pens.
Sticky fixers.
Sticky tape.
P.V.A Craft Adhesive.
Assorted greetings card blanks.

There are many different makes of ribblers
coming onto the market. They all work on the
same basic idea of two interlocking cogged
rollers which, when the handle is turned, feed
paper through bending it into the slots and 
giving a corrugated effect.

For these designs I have used a big yellow
ribbler although smaller ones will work you 
will not be able to ribble bigger sheets.

Above: I have ribbled some bright red glossy
card for the background and added a strip of
bright gold for the ribbon. The bow is cut from
an old christmas card and ribbled. I have ribbled
the corners of the card mount too! You can feed
items in as far as you want to and then take them
out so you can have plain and ribbled together.

Left: The background for this simple tree is a
printed foil wrapping which is ribbled straight
vertically, the tree itself is ribbled horizontally
which gives a nice contrast.
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Below: Here I have experimented with ribbling
in different directions on the same piece of card.
First, I ribbled the whole piece horizontally, then 
I ribbled both of the sides vertically. The top and

bottom corners
were then done
diagonally.

Where the
card has been
corrugated 
in different
directions it
leaves little
‘cross’ marks
and gives a
pleasing effect.
I have ribbled
an old christ-
mas card for
the bow and
holly. The stars
and wording
add the finish-
ing touch.

Above: I have done the cross ribbling on
holographic foil for this background. The
pearly cherubs were cut from a christmas 
decoration and complement the mount. The
bow is made from silver cord.

Below: Holly leaves and berries on a shiny
silver background. For decoration I have
drawn silver lines around the aperture and
along the
ribbles on
the card
mount.

Left:
Hand cut
stars in vari-
ous ‘glitzy’
papers, 
ribbled and
layered.
Again, I
have used
silver cord
and silver
lines along
the ribbles to
decorate the
mount.



Silk Hearts
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By Jane Sheridan

Materials Required:
Habotai silk, either fine or medium 
100mm square.
Iron on interfacing 100mm square.
A silk frame or embroidery hoop.
Iron fix silk paints: Yellow, Green and Red.
Gold gutta and rock salt.
Small amount of wadding.
Paintbrush.
Beads, lace and Happy Birthday sequin.
Card mount: AP17U in Parch Marque Pink.

To Make The Card:
Stretch the silk onto the frame or embroidery

hoop. You could also use an old photo/picture
frame holding the silk in place with masking
tape, the frame will probably be marked by 
the paint.

Using the gold gutta draw a square of at
least 80mm on the silk taking care not to leave
any gaps in the line. Leave to dry.

Dampen the silk inside the gutta line by
painting it with water, do not over wet it. Using
the silk paints make swirls and blobs in random
patterns onto the dampened silk. The paints will

spread and
run into each
other on the
silk. The gutta
line should
prevent any
paint from
running 
outside the
square and
onto the
frame.

Sprinkle
rock salt onto
the painted
silk and leave
to dry natu-
rally. The salt

absorbs some of the colour as the silk dries and
creates some interesting effects. Once dry brush
off the salt.

Using the tube of gold gutta, draw lines 
diagonally across the fabric about 1cm apart as
shown in the photograph and leave to dry. 

Remove the silk from the frame and iron on
the reverse side for 2 minutes on the ‘silk’ set-
ting, this will set the paint. Iron the interfacing
onto the reverse of the silk to stabilise it and
make it easier to mount into the card.

Put a little wadding behind the silk and
mount into the aperture, you will need to 
position it quite carefully so that the gold lines
come just under the dip in the top of the heart
shape. Glue the card closed.

Glue a string of small beads just inside the
edge of the aperture. Glue the lace around the
edge of the aperture starting at the top centre 
and finishing by overlapping the start point. 
Add the Happy Birthday sequin to finish.



Fun With Foil
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By Dawn Crawley
For these cards I have used

pictures from a Christmas card
catalogue, mounted into cards
and decorated with foil.

There are a few different
foils available all of which will
work for this idea and I have
used Plexiglue for these two
designs.

Materials Required:
Plexiglue.
Selection of foils.
Selection of pictures.
Selection of cards.
Fine tip for glue.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

To Make The Card:
Mount the picture into the aperture and

glue the card closed using P.V.A. adhesive.
Using the fine nib on the glue bottle, go

carefully over the area to be foiled. Leave
aside to dry.

Note: The time taken to dry will vary
depending on the thickness of the glue
applied, make sure it is clear and not cloudy
before you try to proceed, it can be about 30
minutes but may be longer.

Lay the foil over the glue and press down
with fingers, if the glue is fairly deep use a
fingernail or the handle of a teaspoon to rub
the foil down the sides, peel the excess foil
away and you are done!

Foils come in many different colours
including rainbow sheets so there is plenty 
of scope when adding foil to your cards.

Above: The word peace has been foiled
then stars added using peel offs.

Left: I have outlined the front of the dove
with holographic foil and decorated the card
mount with foiled stars.



Parchment Deer
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By Rebecca Yue
This card has been designed to stand

open as in the photo or, if placed on a
shelf against a wall fold it into a ‘L’
shape with the back of the card upright
behind the deer, this gives a lovely 3D
effect with the background.

Materials Required:
Pink Parch Marque card 
163mm x 198mm.
White Parch Marque card 
163mm x 198mm.
2 sheets of Tracing paper 
120mm x 180mm.
Half a metre of 3mm wide 
Pale Pink ribbon.
Pencil and ruler.
Carbon paper.
Craft knife and cutting mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: DEC2U Smooth White.

Actual Size
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Lay the card mount
open with the inside
up, fold the white deer
cut out along the line
and glue the panel
below the fold centrally
onto one flap of the
card mount. Glue the
pink deer to the other flap in the same way
ensuring both deer face the same direction.

Once the glue is dry stand both deer up with
the card flat open, use the remaining pink ribbon
to make a collar around both deer. I have made
this like a ‘tie’ knot which lays flat and can be
slid to the right position. Trim the ribbon ends.

For the card front I have used a panel of pink
card, two paper punched hearts and rub down
transfers for the wording.

To Make The Card:
Lightly mark a line in the centre across the

width on both the pink and white Parch Marque,
score along the line, fold and unfold both pieces.

Trace each of the diagrams onto a separate
sheet of tracing paper. Place the pink card face
down on the work surface, cover with carbon
paper then place the tracing of the pink deer over
this. It should be positioned so that the bottom
line of the design is on the fold of the card and
the edges of the grass should line up with the
sides of the card. You may like to hold this in
place with masking tape as it is vital that it does
not move while working.

Retrace the lines of the tracing, thus transfer-
ring the image onto the card. Remove the tracing
and carbon paper, place the card on the cutting
mat and cut out the design keeping your cut just
inside the line so as not to leave any marks on
the work. Repeat this for the white card using the
tracing from the white diagram.

Cut two pieces of pink ribbon approximately
150mm long. Position these on the inside of the
card mount as shown (below) and glue about
15mm from the edge
of the card. These
will be used to tie the
card closed for send-
ing, the recipient can
then tie the card open
for display.

Actual Size



Fancy That
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By Joy Myatt

Materials Required:
Off-cut of wallpaper with a small pattern.
White tassel: TAS02 190mm.
Narrow White lace approx. 15mm x 150mm.
Tiny dried and/or silk flowers.
A little fine Green fabric.
Ruler and Gold pen.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF01G, Happy Birthday 
Dark Cream.

To Make The Card:
Cut a piece of wallpaper about 75 x 150mm.

Put the wallpaper face down on your work 
surface and glue the lace along the long edge 
of the paper leaving about 10mm overhanging
the edge, see the diagram.

When the glue is dry, firmly fold the paper
concertina style. Glue the folds of the fan togeth-
er at the bottom and hold the glued area until it
has stuck.

Pull the top of the fan open until you have a
pleasing shape. Glue the reverse of the fan along
each fold where it will touch the card mount and
position on the card, press firmly until the glue
dries.

You may need to practise the positioning of
the tassel using the photograph as a guide before

glueing as once glued it will mark the card if you
try to move it. You can lift areas of the cord and
carefully apply glue with a cocktail stick or lay
the tassel out straight and glue along the cord,
turn it over and position carefully onto the card.

The dried or silk flowers are placed individu-
ally around the fan. I have placed them so they
look like they are on trailing stems. Put a little
P.V.A. adhesive onto a saucer, hold the flower

with a pair of fine tweez-
ers, dip the base of the
flower into the adhesive
and position on the card.
The leaf shapes are cut
from green fabric and
placed on the card in the
same way as the flowers.
Continue until you are
happy with the result.

Use the gold pen and
ruler to draw around the
card mount approximately
5mm in from the edge.

Back of
Paper Fan

Lace



3D Découpage
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This design is shown in a DE01U card.
White gaps on the diagrams show a cut
and the red lines show glue. Mount the
picture into card. Cut out parts as shown.
Cut between the leaves at the back where
shown. Sticky fix into place.

Cut out the parts as shown. Sticky fix into
place and glue the basket handle where
shown.

By Sue Dix and
Kathleen Stroud

Kathleen Stroud has
designed the lovely Holly
Basket which is fairly 
simple to do and looks
beautiful once done.

The four Flower Fairies
are by Sue Dix and look
gorgeous once made up in
3D. I have put micro glitter
on the wings of the Blue-
bell fairy which gives a
lovely magical look to the
design, give it a try on the
others too.

The backgrounds to
these fairies are fairly
detailed which involves a
lot of cutting. If you don’t have the 
time for this it is possible to make a 
simplified version layering just a few 
of the leaves or berries.

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or knife and cutting mat.
Sticky fixer pads or Silicone adhesive. 
3D découpage paper: DC056 to DC060.
Card mount: See instructions.

Cut out all parts shown. Cut between the
leaf and the basket handle and between the
various leaves as shown. Cut the folded
tips of the three leaves, not quite all the
way across as shown. Sticky fix into place
and glue as shown.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a full print, because

some of the designs overspill the aperture this layer will
need to be mounted into the card at different stages, we
have therefore included this in the individual instructions
for each card.

You can use either silicone adhesive or sticky fixers 
to separate the layers. Sticky fixers are too large as they
come and should be cut into about eight pieces or smaller
where necessary.

When the instructions call for glueing, place the sticky
fixer as far as possible from the area to be glued.
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1. This design is shown in an
AP02U card. White gaps on the
diagrams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out 
all parts shown. Cut between
wings and flowers as shown.
Sticky fix parts into place and
glue where shown. Mount
work into card trapping the
bottoms of the leaves behind
the aperture.

2. Cut out the parts shown. Cut
between leaves and flowers as
shown. Sticky fix into place.
Glue where shown.

3. Cut out parts as shown.
Sticky fix flowers, ladybird,
raindrop and butterfly into
place and glue where shown.
Cut fairy’s hair, wing and
sleeve where shown. Glue the
top of the sleeve with no pad.
Sticky fix and glue the hair,
wing and bluebell where
shown.

1. This design is shown in an
AP02G card. White gaps on the
diagrams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut away
parts as shown. Cut between
upper and lower wings, sticky
fix and glue where shown.
Sticky fix leaves and berries
into place and glue as shown.

2. Mount work into the card
trapping the branches and the
leaf behind the bird behind the
aperture but ensuring the other
leaves and berries overlap. Cut
out parts shown. Sticky fix and
glue leaves and flowers into
place. Cut bird under wing,
sticky fix and glue into place.
Cut fairy at legs, arms, hair and chin. Sticky fix into place and

glue where shown.
3. Cut out parts shown. Cut the
bird’s wing. Sticky fix and glue
as shown. Glue the boot frills,
no pads, at centre only. Cut the
dress and hair as shown. Sticky
fix skirt leaves and glue tops.
Sticky fix bodice and glue side
and top. Sticky fix hair and
glue where shown. Sticky fix
hair decoration into place.
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1. This design is shown in an
AP02G card. White gaps on the
diagrams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out all
parts as shown and sticky fix
leaves and berries into place.
Cut wings apart, fix and glue 
as shown. Cut legs from dress,
fix and glue at the top. Sticky
fix the fairy into place.

2. Mount the work into the card
trapping the leaf next to the
basket behind the aperture. Cut
out parts shown. Sticky fix
robin, leaves, berries and basket
into place, glue as shown. Cut
fairy’s arm as shown. Sticky fix
and glue as shown.

3. Cut out parts as shown.
Sticky fix the robin and glue
where shown. Sticky fix hair
decoration, sleeve and leaf.
Glue where shown. Sticky fix
each skirt section and glue at
the waist.

1. This design is shown in an
AP02G card. White gaps on the
diagrams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts shown. Cut between the
upper and lower wings. Cut
tips of leaves away from the
wing. Sticky fix all parts and
glue where shown.

2. Cut out the parts shown. 
Cut the flowers where shown.
Sticky fix and glue all flowers
into place. Sticky fix butterfly,
bee and moth into place. Cut
fairy as shown, fix and glue
into place.

3. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between the hair and the 
decoration. Fix hair into place
and glue. Sticky fix and glue
butterfly, moth wings and
sleeve into place glueing where
shown. Attach all the little 
daffodils using a dot of glue in
the centre only. Once dry lift
the outer petals slightly. Mount
into the card letting the tips of
the petals overlap the aperture.



With Love
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By Lynda Brind

Materials Required:
Mauve paper 11cm square.
Tracing paper: TR003 11cm square.
White ink, mapping pen, and White pencil.
Tools: Embossing/pricking pad, 
medium embossing tool, 
1,2,3 and 4 needle perforating tools.
Graph paper, masking tape and heart sequins.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and UHU adhesive.
Card mount: AP52U Parchment Lilac.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram

and hold in place with masking tape. It is
very important to ensure the tracing does not
move whilst you are working on it. Using the
pen and white ink trace the words and the
heart borderlines then ‘colour in’ the front heart
border and the words. You may like to use a fine
paintbrush for this in preference to the pen.

Use a very sharp white pencil to trace the 
border design and heart patterns. The outline 

circles mark the holes to be pricked at a later
stage and should be marked with a small dot.
The black circles and lines will be embossed 
and should be marked as they appear.

Complete all the tracing then remove the
traced design and place face down on the
embossing pad. Gently emboss the border
of the front heart and then the dot patterns
on both hearts and the border design. Note,
the wording and borderlines of the back
heart are not embossed.

Keep the work face down on a pricking
mat and using a 4 hole tool prick the design
inside hearts, changing to a single or twin
needle tool where necessary near the edges.

Using a single needle tool prick the heart
outlines and around the words. Use a twin
needle tool for between the lines on the bor-
der design. Use a single tool for the holes on
top of alternate lines and finally a 3 needle
tool to do the holes by each of the dots.

Secure the mauve paper behind the
design, mount into the aperture and glue 
the card closed. Use UHU to glue the sequin
hearts into position around the aperture and
in the design as shown in the picture.

Actual Size
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Above: Nicky Livings, Stockport. 
I have used a lightbox and pens to emboss an
image of St. Francis onto frosted parchment 
and coloured it in with watercolours.
Centre: P. Forman, Leicester. 
An old Christmas card makes the centre of this
design with the star border made from plastic
mosaic beads.

Above: Christine Wilson, Swansea. Encaustic
wax painted design.
Right: J. Driver, London. Pressed flower rose
spray covered with matt Thermaseal.

Above: 
Joyce Howe,
Cheshire. 
Padded present
covered in shiny
gold fabric, with
a gold edged 
ribbon and bow.
Right: 
Sheri Carpenter,
West Sussex.
Seasonal photo-
graph of Holly
leaves with lovely
red berries, mounted into an aperture card.
Below: Angela Holdsworth, North Yorkshire 
3D découpage flower design worked into a
teddy bouquet card.

Below: Diane Cross, Sussex. 
Wording is embossed rubber stamping,
the design is drawn in glitter glue.
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Left: Ellaine Jennings, Merseyside.
Patchwork star card using seasonal
colours.

Below: Pam Skidmore, Crawley. 
A simple design using corrugated card
for the tree, I have decorated this with
gold thread tied in a criss-cross pattern
then mounted it onto a deckle edged
card. The words have been written in
gold pen.

Right: Rosamund Rushton, Preston.
Hand painted card using gouache and
black ink on blue paper mounted onto
frosted parchment which in turn is
mounted onto a dark blue card.
Below: Margaret Rowlands, Wirral.
The motif has been cut from Christmas
fabric and mounted using sticky fixers. 
I have drawn the background details 
in felt tipped pens.

Below: Shirley Perkins, Essex. 
Rubber stamped design raised using 3D
découpage technique with beads added.

Above: Janet Blaauw, Netherlands. Christmas
fabric highlighted with glitter glue, some of
the flowers are raised using sticky fixers.
Right: Margaret
Vickers, Skipton.
Hand embroidered
design on silk.
Below: P.A. Forman,
Leicester.
Patchwork remnant
with silver trees, the
little green trees are

stitched onto
perforated
paper.
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Left: Marjery Lister, Bournemouth. 
A pretty fabric mounted into an aper-
ture and enhanced with gold stars.
Below: Helen Sharpe, Dorset. 
Christmas fabric stiffened and mounted
with sticky fixers.

Below left: Catherine Stalker, West
Sussex. Christmas tree made up

from little stamped
teddies and touches of
glitter in between.
Below: E.J. Wainman,
Essex. Green felt tree
decorated with glitter
glue, gemstones and
sequins.

Below: C. Corbett,
Northumberland. 
Pin hole design using red
glitter thread. Below: Laura Poulter, Telford. 

A photograph of my own watercolour
painting.

Left: Marion James, Edmonton. 
This candle and poinsettia design has
been stencilled onto the card using oil
sticks and a three part stencil.

Centre: 
June Coldwell, Halifax. 
This is part of an old
Christmas card I have
mounted behind an
aperture.
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Above: Marion Perrett, Hampshire. 
The seahorse and shells are peel offs
and I have added little gold dots.
Below: Maggie Williams, Dorset.
Computer printed butterfly which I
have coloured in. The background is
hand painted silk.

Below: Mrs F. Turner, Sunderland. 
Dark blue patterned paper, with quilled
candle and flower design.

Above: Margaret Bullen, West Sussex.
Knitted Father Christmas mounted onto felt
snow and decorated with glitter glue.
Centre: Sheila Proctor, Leeds. The little drummer
boy was printed on my computer and embossed
in different colours. The wording is hand written
and coloured with glitter.
Below centre: E.J. Wainman, Essex. 
Christmas window design using net lace and
silk flowers with sequin stars.
Below: Natasha Barr, Dorset. 
A bright and colourful glass painted design
mounted into an aperture card.

Right: Gwenda Munns, Hertfordshire.
Quilled stained glass window.
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Left: P. Downey, Essex. 
This deer has been cut from a gift bag to make 
a bright Christmas design.

Below left: Ann Edwards, Bedfordshire. 
Embroidered spider and web mounted into a
spray painted card. The background fabric is
printed from a paper bag.

Below centre: Edith Corbett, Leicestershire.
Birthday sampler card in cross stitch and 
beadwork.

Left: Leila Hunter, Inverness-shire. 
Quilled design with tulip paint dots.
Below: D. Dalton, Wakefield. An old Christmas
card mounted onto a gold doily and decorated
with gold braid and a Christmas motif.

Above: Margaret Norman,
Wiltshire. I had a set of 5 small
stamps which used together
look quite festive.
Below: F. D. Turner, Sunderland.
Collage Christmas tree using
sequins, felt and fine tinsel.

Above: Shirley Carlyon, Cornwall. 
I have mounted a baby picture onto a
single fold card, then embossed and
painted a parchment overlay. The hole
for the baby and the edges of the parch-
ment have been pricked and torn away.
A gold edge around the parchment and 
a motif finish the design.
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